12. This is an interesting variation on the conventional rags-to-riches narrative that, according to Carol Singley, became the hallmark of orphan and adoption fiction in nineteenth-century American literature (Singley 2011: 86). Riches-to-rags stories are not uncommon in the life stories of adoptive families. See, for instance, Maria von Trapp’s accounts of the fate of her adopted family, a wealthy aristocratic Austrian family that lost their whole fortune during the Second World War and had to fend for themselves as immigrants in the United States through their musical performances as a family choir (Trapp 2002). 13. This image of the helping professions is, of course, highly debatable from a historical point of view. Adoption professionals had good reason to be critical of Harry Holt’s adoption procedures. Intent on speeding up the adoption procedure with a view to keeping alive adoptable Korean children, who often could not wait for several years while the matching process ran its course, Harry Holt became famous for promoting ‘adoption-by-proxy’, which made it possible for Americans to adopt Korean children from a distance, sight unseen. Holt did very little to screen prospective adopters, believing it was enough reassurance if he received a letter in which they proclaimed that they were devout Christians. The helping professions were appalled by this maverick behaviour, as they saw it, and felt they were proven right when, on one notorious occasion, a fifty-year-old drunken woman turned up at the airport to pick up a Holt baby (Herman 2008: 218-220).
socio-economic and political environment during this period. Furthermore, and related to the point above, Menchik’s argument is based on the assumption that attitudes towards religious minorities are stable within Islamic organizations across the archipelago. Existing works on these organizations suggests that this is not the case, however. As scholars such as Greg Fealy and others have shown, boarding schools in West Java affiliated with traditionalist organizations such as NU were noted for their conservatism and intolerant attitudes towards religious minorities. Even if one were to subscribe to the argument that growing intolerance within NU ranks is a recent phenomenon,[1] one would still have to explain how the NU or Muhammadiyah leadership imposed discipline with regard to tolerance towards minorities on such vast organizations until recently. Finally, Menchik’s critique of scholarship that has associated the persecution of religious minorities with the democratic opening since 1998 feels forced. His argument that intolerance towards certain religious minorities has been present since Indonesia became independent in 1949 because the othering of religious minorities is at the heart of the country’s godly nationalism, does not refute research findings that have seen an uptick of intolerant attitudes since the country became a democracy once more in 1998. While intolerance vis-à-vis groups such as the Ahmadi may always have been present in Indonesia, is it possible that the political opening after 1998 has allowed such sentiments to be expressed more visibly and vocally? 4/5


APPENDIX The following scene will finish in the B.G. of 1110. BAPTISTA Nay, let them go, a couple of quiet ones. GREMIO Went they not quickly, I should die with laughing. TRANIO Of all mad matches never was the LUCENTIO Mistress, what’s your opinion of your sister? BIANCA That being mad herself, she’s madly mated. GREMIO I warrant him, Petruchio is Kated. BAPTISTA Neighbors and friends, though bride and bridegroom wants, For to supply the places at the table, you know there wants no junkets at the feast. (to Tranio) Lucentio, you shall supply the bridegroom’s place, And let Bianca take her sister’s room. TRANIO Shall sweet Bianca practice how to bride it? BAPTISTA She shall, Lucentio. Core, gentlemen, let’s go. They exit the stage to much applause. The above will play as background (and simultaneous) to: Highlander
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Research Notes: Volume I, Book I, Ch V: Germany has control of the Railways in Western Turkey; 1889 establishment of the Anatolian Railway Company (Deutsche Bank and the Wurtemberg Bank of Stuttgart)1903 Gwinner obtained concession for the Baghdad railway from the Turkish Government; intention to continue the Anatolian line across the frontier through Mesopotamia via Baghdad to Kuwait. Note the historic activity of illegal tolls, and ransom of goods etc on the roads. Chapter discusses the impact that this will have: reduction in importance of the Med and the Suez canal - the line when completed connecting Hamburg to the Persian Gulf. Conflict between Moubarek Sheikh of Kuwait and Rachid - Sultan of Negjed

Volume IV, Book III, Ch XXII: The Operations of the Persisan Gulf. p167 ff. Development of the 'Berlin Baghdad Railway'. Turkish attempts to persuade Ibn Rashid to take Kuwait; establishment of a Turkish outpost on Bubiyan Island

Description of the Germans attempting to persuade the Ottomans to take Kuwait, through to establishing a 'consulate' in Bahrain.

The taking of Basra and Kurna by the British and the finding of a store of railway building materials north of Basra. Note the Arabs looted Basra when the Ottomans left for Kurna. The Brits restored order.


Volume IX, Book III, Ch LXXXVIII: Baghdad - Jerusalem - Damascus; pp 114-146. Note P 136 - a branch line from Hillah to Baghdad was built to assist in bringing grain to the capital. Note fear for the safety of the Christians in Mosul p146.
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Burleigh defines terrorism as a tactic. It’s also a lifestyle choice which is neither glamorous nor admirable, as Burleigh sets out to show. Spanning the last 150 years, Burleigh examines ideologically-inspired movements (Nihilists, revolutionaries, Red Brigadists, the Baader-Meinhof gang) and nationalist/separatist activists: Fenians, ETA, FLN and OAS, the PLO and various Middle East factions, the ANC, Irish Republicans and Loyalists).
Burleigh defines terrorism as a tactic. It’s also a lifestyle choice which is neither glamorous nor admirable, as Burleigh sets out to show. Spanning the last 150 years, Burleigh examines ideologically-inspired movements (Nihilists, revolutionaries, Red Brigadists, the Baader-Meinhof gang) and nationalist/separatist activists: Fenians, ETA, FLN and OAS, the PLO and various Middle East factions, the ANC, Irish Republicans and Loyalists. ‘Blood and Rage’ is an unrivalled study that sheds an insightful new light, and a refreshingly complex angle, on a plight that threatens to affect the world. A far-reaching history of terrorism across the world from its beginnings to the modern-day, from the highly acclaimed author of ‘Sacred Causes’ and ‘Earthly Powers’. Basing his study on a wide range of sources and key players from the world of terrorism, Burleigh explains and defines the meaning of terrorism and marks its progression from its hard to trace beginnings to the modern-day. He begins with the first modern terrorist groups: the Irish Republican Brotherhood the precursors of the IRA who played a key role in the formation of an Irish Republican ideology. This is not a history of cultural terrorism but quite simply a political polemic and toady, lickspittle towards state violence. The author’s own personal bias seeps out on every page and he can barely go a paragraph without giving us a personal remark on something. Terrorism is a vile phenomena and should be rightly condemned but this book gives zero attention to the causes of it. The prose of Blood and Rage itself is highly engaging, pacey and insightful, if occasionally a bit too opinionated. Burleigh is an erudite man and sometimes his propensity to interlink several points within a single sentence can be confusing, especially as he frequently makes quite subtle inferences which can leave one baffled unless one has his cultural and educational background.